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Objective of the paper 

In a paper in Nature on 25 August 1994, Schiff et al. claimed to have found chaotic behavior in the spacings between 

epileptic attacks in a spontaneously bursting neuronal network in-vitro (mouse hippocampal slices bathed in a high [K+]12 

solution) as demonstrated by unstable fixed point behavior. They were able to successfully employ chaos control 

techniques to make the population burst patterns more periodic, and believed they could also be used medically for in-

vivo epileptic foci. 

This is, of course, important medical news. Even if we cannot eradicate epileptic fits, it helps if we can regulate their 

spacings and thus predict the next one. However, a second paper by Biswal and Dasgupta in Physical Review in 2002 

discusses a computer model of a neural network, demonstrated to be purely stochastic, exhibiting the very same 

features as did the in-vitro mouse brain slices. Using the same treatment, the irregular interburst intervals are made 

more periodic. The question that is then raised is, even if it might be very well true that epileptic neural networks are 

chaotic, were the features explored by Schiff et al. sufficient for the conclusion? As affirmed by repeated 

demonstrations of the stochasticity of the model network and yet the similarity in the output data by Biswal and 

Dasgupta, they may well not be so. 

The model 

The computer model is simple, although it has quite a number of components that it requires in order to try to closely 

model a neural network. 

First, the units of the network, the neurons, are binary McCulloch-Pitts, which are functions that may take in multiple 

input values, compare their sum to a fixed threshold value, and if exceeded, returns 1, otherwise 0. The network consists 

of N (=200 for the authors’ simulations) of these neurons. At any given state of the network, some of these neurons 

have a value 1 (active), or 0 (inactive). Thus a state is a binary row array Si . 

There is a certain number q (=20 for the authors) of memories implanted in this network. A memory is a certain state of 
the network with exactly n (<<N, =10 for the authors) active neurons which are randomly chosen. The μth memory is 

denoted by   
 

 
, where μ goes from 1 to q and i from 1 to N. These are embedded in the neural network by constructing 

the connectivity matrices Jij and Kij in the following manner:  
 

   
 

Note that Jij is symmetric whereas Kij in general is not. These matrices are used in the following way. From every state 

the network updates to the next state (time is discrete) by changing the neuron states according to the value of the ith 

local sums:  

∑   
   { Jij Sj (t) – w Sj (t)} + λ {Kij Sj (t- τ) – w Sj (t-τ)}] 

 



If this sum is positive, the next state of the ith neuron is 1; else, it is 0. The terms in the first bracket correspond to the 

fast signal that propagates through the network. The second term signifies the delayed signal that takes effect after τ (=2 

for the authors) time steps. λ (=2) sets the ratio between the strengths of these two signals. Thus Jij and Kij are the 

connectivity networks for the propagation of the fast and slow signals respectively, which is also clear from their 

definitions. Further, within each signal there is an excitatory (first term) as well as an inhibitory (second term) 

component. The inhibition is necessary in order to suppress the simultaneous activation of multiple memory patterns. 

The relative strength of the inhibition is set by w (=0.6). As stated by the authors of the paper, it is necessary to 

incorporate these four components in any realistic model of a neural network. 

The way in which the network updates from one state to the next (called a ‘pass’) is important. There are N steps 

involved in this change. In each step, one neuron is selected and updated according to the above criterion. Then another 

one is taken and updated, keeping in account the changed states of all the ones already updated. The sequence in which 

the N neurons are updated is random for every update. This method of updating is called random sequential updating 

(RSU). For every step, the model looks back to the state τN steps back for the delayed signal. Thus, in effect τ is 2X200, 

not 200. In my MATLAB model, this is the number of network states that are held in memory at any given time. The 

latest state jettisons the first one as it arrives. Only the completely changed arrays after each pass, i.e. N steps, are 

stored for study. 

In order to test the model developed so far, the authors started off the network in one of the memory states and 

observed its cyclic transition through all the memory patterns, staying in each for τ timesteps. They define the overlap 

function for this:    ( )  ∑   
 
  ( )

 
   , and observe its evolution for each memory. 

In order to develop epileptic foci in this network, we must employ a Hebbian learning algorithm for the first few time 

steps (50 as taken by the authors): if, in n1 timesteps, two neurons are together active in more than n2 of them, the fast 

synaptic connection Jij between them is set permanently to 1, which it remains even beyond this period. The inhibition w 

is also reduced to 0.24 for this duration. This procedure is called kindling. The authors have taken n1=10 and n2=6 in their 

simulations. Then they have studied the time series of the total network activity    ( )  ∑   ( )
 
   . This needs to be 

smoothed out via a moving average    ( )   
   ⁄ ∑    (  ) 

          . Now, this must be coupled with refractoriness 

of the neurons to prevent rare occurrences of persistent high activity: whenever Ssm stays above a ‘suitably chosen’ 

threshold for 20 passes, the current neuron configurations as well as the τN earlier ones accounting for the delayed 

signal are reset to a single memory pattern, randomly chosen. However, the authors have not illuminated further on 

how to choose this threshold, whereas it turns out that its value is important in its effects on the resulting time series 

owing to its capacity to cause the refractory behavior. Thus, it is not merely a statistical post-processing on generated 

data. The smoothening needs to be performed in real time as the refractoriness needs to be fed back to the running 

simulation. 

As a result of this kindling, new fixed connections are formed, which cause the network to jump to high activity states 

after irregular intervals. An excited state is characterized by many active neurons causing a high Sup. This is called a 

population burst. Since these jumps keep happening even after kindling has been switched off, they are spontaneous 

bursts. 

The program 

The authors have only explained the reasoning and the procedure for the simulation, but not dwelt upon the code, or 

any technical aspect of the program, or even in which language the simulation was written. I have written my own 

MATLAB™ code for the simulation with Kaustuv Patra, 08MS04, over the semester and it is generating similar data as in 

the paper. The following is the code for reference: 



clear all 
clc 
dlmwrite('overlaps.txt',[]); 
dlmwrite('Jtot.txt',[]); 
N=200; 
q=20; 
n=10; 
M=memories(q,N,n); 
dlmwrite('memories.txt',M); 
J=J(M); 
dlmwrite('J.txt',J); 
K=K(M); 
dlmwrite('K.txt',K); 
tau=2*N; 
w=0.24; 
lam=2; 
tsm=40; 
kindle=true; 
n1=10; 
n2=3; 
threshold=12.5; 
S=zeros(tau+1,N); 
for i=1:(tau+1) 
    S(i,:)=M(1,:); 
end 
Sfinal=S(end,:); 
Sup=[sum(Sfinal)]; 
dlmwrite('Sup.txt', transpose(Sup)); 
dlmwrite('overlaps.txt',m(S(1,:),M)); 
IBI=0; 
IBIlist=[]; 
IBIcount=false; 
for pass=1:500 
    Jtot=0; 
    for i=1:N 
        for j=1:i-1 
            Jtot=Jtot+J(i,j); 
        end 
    end 
    for i=randperm(N) 
        R=S(end,:); 
        h=0; 
        for j=1:N 
            h=h+J(i,j)*S(end,j)-w*S(end,j)+lam*(K(i,j)*S(1,j)-w*S(1,j)); 
        end 
        if h>=0 
            R(i)=1; 
        else 
            R(i)=0; 
        end 
        S(1,:)=[]; 
        S(tau+1,:)=R; 
    end 
    Sfinal(pass+1,:)=S(end,:); 
    Sup(pass+1)=sum(S(end,:)); 
    %Kindling start 
    if (size(Sfinal,1)>=n1) && (kindle==true) 
        for i=1:N 
            for j=i+1:N 
                tot=0; 
                for k=0:n1-1 
                    tot=tot+Sfinal(end-k,i)*Sfinal(end-k,j); 
                end 



                if tot>n2 
                    J(i,j)=1; 
                    J(j,i)=1; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
        if pass>50 
            kindle=false; 
            w=0.6; 
        end 
    end 
    %end 
    m(S,M); 
    dlmwrite('overlaps.txt', m(S(end,:),M), '-append'); 
    dlmwrite('Jtot.txt', Jtot, '-append'); 
    %Smoothing and refractoriness start 
    if pass>tsm 
        Ssm=tsmovavg(Sup,'s',tsm); 
        if (Ssm(end)<threshold) 
            IBIcount=true; 
        elseif (Ssm(end)>threshold) 
            if IBI>tsm 
                IBIlist=[IBIlist IBI]; 
            end 
            IBI=0; 
            IBIcount=false 
        end 
        if IBIcount==true; 
            IBI=IBI+1; 
        end 
        refract=true; 
        for i=0:19 
            if Ssm(end-i)<=threshold 
                refract=false; 
                break 
            end 
        end 
        if refract==true 
            for i=1:(tau+1) 
            S(i,:)=M(randint(1,1, [1 q]),:); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    %end 
    pass 
end 
Ssm(isnan(Ssm))=[]; 
dlmwrite('neurons.txt', transpose(Sfinal)); 
dlmwrite('Sup.txt', transpose(Sup)); 
dlmwrite('Ssm.txt', transpose(Ssm)); 
dlmwrite('IBI.txt', transpose(IBIlist)); 
'done' 

 
The following are the functions used by the programs that we wrote, in the order that they are called by the main 

program: 

function [A] = memories(q,N,n) 
    A=zeros(q,N); 
    for i=1:q 
        A(i,transpose(randsample(N,n)))=ones(1,n);  
    end 
end 



 

function [J] = J(M) 
    q=size(M,1); 
    N=size(M,2); 
    J=zeros(N); 
    for k=1:q 
        for i=1:N 
            if M(k,i)==1 
                for j=i+1:N 
                    if M(k,j)==1 
                        J(i,j)=1; 
                        J(j,i)=1; 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 

 

function [K] = K(M) 
    q=size(M,1); 
    N=size(M,2); 
    K=zeros(N); 
    for k=1:q 
        if k==q 
            k1=1; 
        else 
            k1=k+1; 
        end 
        for i=1:N 
            if M(k,i)==1 
                for j=1:N 
                    if M(k1,j)==1 
                        K(j,i)=1; 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 

 

 

function [m] = m(S,M) 
    q=size(M,1); 
    N=size(M,2); 
    m=zeros(1,q); 
    for i = 1:q 
        for j = 1:N 
            m(i)=m(i)+S(j)*M(i,j); 
        end 
    end 
end 

 

And the following are some sample output from the above code for a small-scale model (in order to fit in the space). 

Generation of random memories M: 



 

Connectivity matrices  J and K constructed from the memories: 

 

 

 

 

 



The evolving network states: 

 

Time evolution of the overlap functions   ( )  ∑   
 
  ( )

 
   : 

3 0 0 1 0 

3 0 0 1 0 

3 0 0 1 0 

3 0 0 1 0 

3 0 0 1 0 

3 0 0 1 0 

0 3 1 0 1 

0 3 1 0 1 

0 3 1 0 1 

0 3 1 0 1 

0 3 1 0 1 

0 3 1 0 1 

0 1 3 0 0 

0 1 3 0 0 

0 1 3 0 0 

0 1 3 0 0 

0 1 3 0 0 

0 1 3 0 0 

1 0 0 3 0 

1 0 0 3 0 

1 0 0 3 0 

1 0 0 3 0 

1 0 0 3 0 

1 0 0 3 0 

0 1 0 0 3 

0 1 0 0 3 

0 1 0 0 3 

0 1 0 0 3 

0 1 0 0 3 

0 1 0 0 3 

3 0 0 1 0 

3 0 0 1 0 

3 0 0 1 0 

3 0 0 1 0 

3 0 0 1 0 

3 0 0 1 0 

 



One can observe how the overlaps cycle back to the first memory after completing one migration. 

Output Data 

Below is some of the data generated in the authors’ simulation: 

 

As explained in the caption, the simulation smoothens the time series and hence computes the interburst intervals from 

the threshold crossings. 

Here is our own network dynamics in the unkindled low (resting state), exhibiting mostly noise. This corresponds to the 

first of the three graphs above: 

 

 

This is the network dynamics after we kindled the network. This corresponds to the second graph: 

 



One can see the transitions to the excited state. These are much more frequent in this plot than the authors’ but this 

depends greatly on the structure of the network, which in turn depends on the random memory patterns that were 

generated, and on the threshold value. 

The third graph is the smoothened time series: 

 

From the threshold crossings in this graph, we may compute the sequence of interburst intervals, which for our 

simulation is shown below. The authors have not shown this plot in the paper, but it is not very important: 

 

The authors have plotted the frequency distribution of these interburst 

intervals, and have shown that they lie on an exponential curve with a very 

good fit. This is an expected result for the waiting time distribution in a 

random Poisson process. The parameter α of the Poisson distribution, 

though, varies greatly between several orders of magnitude depending on 

the network being analysed. 

First let us see why the population burst is a Poisson process. The 

probability of a transition to the excited state at any given timestep is pretty 

low, and the number of trials is very large, equal to the number of timesteps 

we are willing to observe. The mean number of activations, on the other 

hand, for any given slot of time, i.e. a number of timesteps, is finite and 

scales according to the length of the slot. This is given by a Poisson distribution where λ=np. 

The explanation for why the waiting times in a Poisson process should follow an exponential distribution is the following: 

Suppose the probability of success in the Poisson process (which is a constant) is p. Therefore, the probability that one 

will have to wait n trials between two successes is P(n) = (1-p)n.p. Now, λ=np. So we have: 



 ( )  (  
 

 
)  

 

 
 

Now, as p is very small for a Poisson process, we may send n to infinity and take the limit. Thus we have: 

 ( )     
   

(  
 

 
)  

 

 
    

 

 
       

Analysis 

Return maps 

Return maps are a way to get a higher dimensional plot from a one-dimensional time series, which also helps in 

identifying whether there is a deterministic rule underlying the series. Here is a plot of the time series data for the 

logistic map xi+1 = rxi (1-xi): 

 

The plot shows no systematic pattern or trend, and no clue that there may be any underlying rule governing the 

evolution of this sequence. But instead of plotting xi v/s i if we plot the xi’s against xi+1’s for the same iteration, we get 

the following: 



 

All the points lie on the curve y=rx(1-x). This should be obvious. Thus, the underlying deterministic rule becomes evident 

in this plot. It is called the first return map, as one time series element is being mapped to the next.  

There is a graphical iteration method to produce return maps from time series data, as illustrated by the following 

figure: 

 

Pts. on the return map 



The procedure is the following: start with the x-coordinate as the first sequence element. Move vertically to find its 

ordinate on the iteration curve. This is the first return map point. Now move horizontally to the the line y=x so that the 

ordinate is now the abscissa. Move vertically to the next point on the iteration curve to get the next point in the return 

map and so on. This procedure is pretty self-explanatory. 

The first return map worked in the case of the logistic map as an element of the sequence is a function only of the 

previous element. Therefore, one might suppose that in order to arrive at such a plot that exposes the governing 

dynamics, one has to be lucky in guessing how many members down the line an element maps to. However, this is the 

second return map of the chaotic logistic map, where we plot xi+2 against xi : 

 

Surprisingly, this too shows up as a clear curve. Now this may be easily understood because every sequence element is 

the function of the previous element, which is the same function of its previous element. Hence, every ordinate in this 

plot is the function composed with itself, of its abscissa, namely, y=r.rx(1-x)(1-rx(1-x)). 

Further return maps will therefore still show deterministic, albeit more complicated curves: 

 



 

 

On the left is the first return map for the neural network simulated by 

the authors. 

As can be clearly seen, there is no ordered pattern in the distribution 

of the points, beyond a general clustering near small values which is a 

result of the exponential distribution of the random variable itself. 

This indicates that there is no determinism governing the evolution of 

the network model. 

The following is our own MATLAB™ code to plot this return map from 

our data: 

clc 
clear all 
fid=fopen('IBI.txt'); 
A=fscanf(fid,'%f',[1 inf]); 
fclose(fid); 
[r c]=size(A); 
X=A(1:c-1); 
Y=A(2:c); 
plot(X,Y,'x') 

 

And on the left is the return map for the data we generated (much 

smaller than the amount generated by the authors). 

We see a similar clustering near small values but no further 

organization. 

 

 



Autocorrelation function 

Another measure to check for an internal deterministic 

rule is the correlation of the time series Ti with itself, 

shifted by n elements, defined as the autocorrelation 

function: 

 

For a purely stochastic system, the autocorrelation is 

going to be low for all n, as exhibited by the authors’ 

model on the left. 

For n=0, of course, there would be a correlation of 1. 

But the low values for the rest confirms that this model 

is purely stochastic. Notice that n has been taken up to 

a very small value compared to the number of 

datapoints generated. This should be so to avoid 

statistical error, and also because one does not 

anticipate any correlation to lie beyond this length of 

spacing. This lack of correlation has also been observed 

for the in-vitro hippocampal slice data. 

The following is the code we wrote to find the autocorrelation: 

clc 
clear all 
fid=fopen('IBI.txt'); 
T=fscanf(fid,'%f',[1 inf]); 
fclose(fid); 
[r c]=size(T); 
Tbar=mean(T); 
C=[]; 
for n=1:c 
    for i=1:(c-n) 
        C(i)=((T(i)-Tbar)*(T(i+n)-Tbar))/var(T); 
    end 
    Cn(n)=sum(C)/(c-n); 
    X(n)=n; 
end 
Cn(end)=0 
%plot(X,Cn) 
plot(X,T, 'x') 

 

 

 

 

 



And this is the plot for our data: 

 

As we keep taking higher n, there are fewer datapoints to take the average of the correlation over, and hence statistical 

errors creep in. This fact combined with our much smaller dataset going up to only around 160 points makes the 

autocorrelation near this value erroneous, as exhibited by the steep downward spike near 160. Acquiring more data will 

remedy this issue. 
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